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Abstract

Unexpected machine failures, with their resulting service outages and data loss, pose challenges to datacenter management. Complex online services run on top of datacenters that often contain thousands of machines. With so many machines, failures are common, and automatic monitoring is essential.

Many existing failure detection techniques do not adapt well to the unpredictable and dynamic environment of large-scale online services. They rely on static rules, obsolete historical logs or costly (often unavailable) training data. More flexible techniques are impractical, as they require on deep domain knowledge, unavailable console logs, or intrusive service modifications.

We hypothesize that many machine failures are not a result of abrupt changes but rather a result of a long period of degraded performance. This is confirmed in our experiments on large real-world services, in which over 20% of machine failures were preceded by such latent faults.

We propose a proactive approach to failure prevention by detecting performance anomalies without prior knowledge about the monitored service. We present a novel framework for statistical latent fault detection using only ordinary machine counters collected as standard practice. The main assumption in our framework is that at any point in time, most machines function well. By comparing machines to each other, we can then find those machines that exhibit latent faults.

We demonstrate three detection methods within the framework, and apply them to several real-world production services. The derived tests are domain-independent and unsupervised, require neither background information nor parameter tuning, and scale to very large services. We prove strong guarantees on the false positive rates of our tests, and show how they hold in practice.
Abbreviations and Notations

\( \mathcal{M} \) : the set of all tested machines
\( \mathcal{C} \) : the set of all counters selected by the pre-processing algorithm
\( \mathcal{C} \) : the set of all counters available in the system (before pre-processing)
\( \mathcal{T} \) : the set of time points when counters were sampled during preprocessing
\( m, m' \) : specific machines, \( m, m' \in \mathcal{M} \)
\( c, c' \) : specific counters, \( c, c' \in \mathcal{C} \)
\( t, t' \) : specific times, \( t, t' \in \mathcal{T} \)
\( M \) : the number of machines, \( M = |\mathcal{M}| \)
\( C \) : the number of counters selected by the preprocessing algorithm, \( C = |\mathcal{C}| \)
\( T \) : the number of times points where counters were sampled, \( T = |\mathcal{T}| \)
\( n_c(m) \) : the number of times machine \( m \) reported the counter \( c \)
\( z_c(m, t) \) : the last value of counter \( c \) on machine \( m \) before time \( t \)
\( x(m,t) \) : vector of \( \mathcal{C} \) preprocessed counter values for machine \( m \) at time \( t \)
\( x_c(m,t) \) : the value of preprocessed counter \( c \) on machine \( m \) at time \( t \)
\( x(t) \) : vectors at time \( t \) for all \( \mathcal{M} \) machines, \( x(t) = \{x(m,t)|m \in \mathcal{M}\} \)
\( S(m,x(t)) \) : test function assigning score vector (or scalar) to machine \( m \) at time \( t \)
\( v_m \) : score vector or scalar for machine \( m \)
mean : empirical mean, \( \text{mean}_i \in S(X_i) = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{i \in S} X_i \)
STD : standard deviation, \( \text{STD}_i \in S(X_i) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{i \in S} (X_i - \text{mean}_i \in S(X_i))^2} \)
\( p_{90}(S) \) : the 90\(^{th}\)-percentile of \( S \)
MAD : Median Absolute Deviation
LOF : Local Outlier Factor
Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years the demand for computing power and storage has increased. Modern web services and clouds rely on large datacenters, often comprised of thousands of machines [Ham07]. For such large services, it is unreasonable to assume that all machines are working properly and are well configured [PLSW06, NDO11].

Monitoring is essential in datacenters, since unnoticed faults might accumulate to the point where redundancy and fail-over mechanisms break. Yet the large number of machines in datacenters makes manual monitoring impractical. Instead machines are usually monitored by collecting and analyzing performance counters [BGF+10, CJY07, Isa07, SOR+03]. Hundreds of counters per machine are reported by the various service layers, from service-specific metrics (such as the number of queries for a database) to general metrics (such as CPU utilization).

This work describes a statistical framework for detecting latent faults – performance anomalies that indicate a fault, or could eventually result in a fault. Our method does not require historical data, nor background knowledge about the monitored service. It adapts to changes in workload and monitored service, and provides statistical guarantees on the rate of false positives.

Our experiments provide evidence that latent faults are common even in well-managed datacenters. We show that these faults can be detected days in advance with high precision, without extensive knowledge of the service, learning from historical logs, or tuning the mechanism to the specific system. This enables a proactive approach [NM07]: machine failures can be predicted and handled effectively and automatically without service outages or data loss.

1.1 Background: Monitoring and Fault Detection

The challenge of monitoring stems from the unpredictable and dynamic environment that large-scale online services must live in. First, workload is often difficult to predict and is constantly changing. Second, software (and sometimes hardware) is frequently updated, changing the service’s baseline behavior. Third, obtaining expertly-labeled
historical data is expensive, since it requires manual inspection of the data by people with extensive knowledge of the service and deep insight into how it works. Finally, false alarms can be costly since they involve support engineers responding to the alarm. Ubiquitous false alarms also give rise to “alarm fatigue”, where personnel start ignoring alarms since most of them are false.

Most existing failure detection techniques are inflexible – they do not adapt to the frequent changes in the monitored service and its environment.

**Rule-based Monitoring**

Existing automated systems for detecting failures are mostly rule-based. A set of watchdogs [Isa07, NM07] is defined. In most cases, a watchdog monitors a single counter on a single machine or service: the temperature of the CPU or free disk space, for example. Whenever a predefined threshold is crossed, an action is triggered. These actions range from notifying the system operator to automatic recovery attempts.

Rule-based failure detection suffers from several key problems. Thresholds must be made low enough that faults will not go unnoticed. At the same time they should be set high enough to avoid spurious detections. However, since the workload changes over time, no fixed threshold is adequate. Moreover, different services, or even different versions of the same service, may have different operating points. Therefore, maintaining the rules requires constant, manual adjustments, often done only after a “postmortem” examination.

**Learning From the Past**

Others have noticed the shortcomings of these rule-based approaches. More advanced methods model service behavior from historical logs. Supervised machine learning approaches [BGF+10, CZL+04, CGKS04, PBYH+08, SOR+03] propose training a detector on historic annotated data. Others [CJY07, BLB+10] analyze logs from periods from when the service is guaranteed to be healthy to extract model parameters. Such approaches can fall short because they are sensitive to deviations in workloads and changes in the monitored service itself [ZCG+05, HCSA07]. After such changes the historical logs and the learned model are no longer relevant. These approaches can also be expensive since they require labeled data for operations, and re-labeling when the service changes. Obtaining this labeled data can be difficult.

**Console Log Analysis**

More flexible, unsupervised approaches to failure detection have been proposed for high performance computing (HPC). Typical approaches [OAS08, LFY+10, XHF+09] analyze textual console logs to detect system or machine failures by examining occurrence of log messages. In this work, we focus on large scale online services. This setting differs from HPC in several key aspects. Console logs are impractical in high-volume services for
bandwidth and performance reasons: transactions are very short, time-sensitive, and rapid. Thus, in many environments, nodes periodically report aggregates in numerical counters. Console log analysis fails in this setting: console logs are non-existent (or very limited), and periodically-reported aggregates exhibit no difference in rate for faulty, slow or misconfigured machines. Rather, it is their values that matter. Moreover, console logs originate at application code and hence expose software bugs. We are interested in counters collected from all layers to reveal both software and hardware problems.

**Domain Specific and Other Approaches**

Some approaches [KTGN10, KGN08] are unsupervised and flexible, but are not domain independent. They make use of domain insights and knowledge into monitored service, for example in the domain of distributed file systems, and are therefore limited to specific systems. Others have proposed injecting code into the monitored service to periodically examine it [PLSW06]. This approach is intrusive and hence prohibitive in many cases.

**1.2 This Work: Early Detection of Faults**

Recent approaches to the monitoring problem [KGN08, KDJ+12] focus on early detection and handling of performance problems, or latent faults. Latent faults are machine behaviors that are indicative of a fault, or could eventually result in a fault, yet fly under the radar of monitoring systems because they are not acute enough, or were not anticipated by the monitoring system designers.

The challenge in designing a latent fault detection mechanism is to make it agile enough to handle the variations in a service and the differences between services. It should also be non-intrusive yet correctly detect as many faults as possible with only a few false alarms. As far as we know, we are the first to propose a general framework and methods that address all these issues simultaneously using aggregated numerical counters normally collected by datacenters.

We focus on detecting anomalous machine behavior – latent faults. Not all machine failures are the outcome of latent faults. Power outages and malicious attacks, for instance, can occur instantaneously, with no visible machine-related warning. However, even our most conservative estimates show that at least 20% of machine failures have a long incubation period during which the machine is already deviating in its behavior but is not yet failing (Section 4.5).

We develop a domain independent framework for identifying latent faults (Chapter 2). Our framework is unsupervised and non-intrusive, and requires no background information. Typically, a scalable service will use (a small number of) large collections of machines of similar hardware, configuration, and load. Consequently, the main idea in
this work is to use standard numerical counter readings in order to compare similar ma-
chines performing similar tasks in the same time frames, similar to [KTGN10, OAS08]. A
machine whose performance deviates from the others is flagged as suspicious.

To compare machines’ behavior, the framework uses tests that take the counter
readings as input. Any reasonable test can be plugged in, including non-statistical
tests. We demonstrate three tests within the framework and provide strong theoretical
guarantees on their false detection rates (Chapter 3). We use those tests to demonstrate
the merits of the framework on several production services of various sizes and natures,
including large scale services, as well as a service that uses virtual machines (Chapter 4).

Our technique is agile: we demonstrate its ability to work efficiently on different
services with no need for tuning, yet with a guaranteed false positive rate. Moreover,
changes in the workload or even changes to the service itself do not affect its performance:
in our experiments, suspicious machines that switched services and workloads remained
suspicous.

1.3 Related Work

The problem of automatic machine failure detection was studied by several researchers in
recent years, and the techniques they propose have so far relied on historical knowledge,
domain-specific insights, or textual console logs.

Approaches That Rely on Historical Data

These approaches model the service behavior based on historical logs, often using
supervised machine learning. Such approaches are not flexible to changes in workload
or the monitored system, and can also require expertly labeled data that is difficult to
obtain.

Chen et al. [CZL+04] presented a supervised approach based on learning decision
trees, and successfully applied it to a large real-world service. The system requires
labeled examples of failures and domain knowledge. Moreover, supervised approaches
are less adaptive to workload variations and to platform changes. Cohen et al. [CGKS04]
induce a tree-augmented Bayesian network classifier. Although this approach does not
require domain knowledge other than a labeled training set, the resulting classifier is
sensitive to changing workloads. Ensembles of models are used in [ZCG+05] to reduce
the sensitivity of the former approach to workload changes, at the cost of decreased
accuracy when there are too many failure types ([HCSA07]). Sahoo et al. [SOR+03]
compare three approaches to failure event prediction: rule-based, Bayesian network, and
time series analysis. They successfully apply their methods to a 350-node cluster for a
period of one year. Their methods are supervised and furthermore rely on substantial
knowledge of the monitored system. Pelleg et al. [PBYH+08] explore failure detection in
virtual machines using decision trees on a set of 6 manually selected hypervisor counters.
Though the basis is domain independent, the system is supervised, requiring training on labeled examples and manually selected counters.

Chen et al. [CJY07] separate metrics into workload counters and internal measurements. They analyze the correlation between these sets of metrics and track them over time. This approach requires training the system to model baseline correlations. It also requires domain knowledge when choosing counters. Bronevetsky et al. [BLB+10] monitor state transitions in MPI applications, and observe timing and probabilities of state transitions to build a statistical model. Their method requires no domain knowledge, but is limited to MPI-based applications and requires potentially intrusive monitoring. It also requires training on sample runs of the monitored application to achieve high accuracy. Bodík et al. [BGF+10] produce fingerprints from aggregate counters that describe the state of the entire datacenter, and use these fingerprints to identify system crises, points in time where the system performance falls below acceptable values. As with other supervised techniques, the approach requires labeled examples and is sensitive to changes in the monitored system or workload. The authors present quick detection of system failures that have already occurred, whereas we focus on detection of latent faults ahead of machine failures.

**Approaches Requiring No Historical Data**

Palatin et al. [PLSW06] propose sending benchmarks to servers in order to find execution outliers. Like our method, their approach is based on outlier detection, is unsupervised, and requires no domain knowledge. However, through our interaction with system architects we have learned that they consider this approach intrusive, because it requires sending jobs to be run on the monitored hosts, thus essentially modifying the running service.

Kasick et al. [KTGN10] analyze selected counters using unsupervised histogram and threshold-based techniques. Their assumptions of homogenous platforms and workloads are also similar to ours. However they consider distributed file systems exclusively, relying on expert insight and carefully selected counters. Our technique requires no knowledge and works for all domains.

Kavulya et al. [KGN08] present Gumshoe, which detects performance problems in replicated file systems, and is the most similar to our work. As we do, they assume that the system is comprised of homogenous machines, most of which are error free. Moreover, they compare machines using carefully selected performance metrics, and their method detects anomalies while still being workload invariant. Metrics of different machines are assumed to be correlated to each other, either in their raw counter form or a summary time series that represents their changes. Similar to [KTGN10], their work only considers replicated file systems, and uses a small set of manually selected counters appropriate to such systems. Unlike this work, their algorithm requires tuning parameters for each system, and it is sensitive to the choice of parameters. Finally, they
do not provide statistical guarantees on performance.

**Textual Console Log Analysis**

There are several unsupervised textual console log analysis methods. Oliner et al. [OAS08] present Nodeinfo: an unsupervised method that detects anomalies in system messages by assuming, as we do, that similar machines produce similar logs. Xu et al. [XHF+09] analyze source code to parse console log messages and use principal component analysis to identify unusual message patterns. Lou et al. [LFY+10] represent code flow by identifying linear relationships in counts of console log messages. Unlike [OAS08, LFY+10], our method has a strong statistical basis that can guarantee performance, and it requires no tuning. All three techniques focus on the unusual occurrences of textual messages, while our method focuses on numerical values of periodic events. Furthermore, we focus on early detection of latent faults in either hardware or software. Finally, console log analysis is infeasible in large-scale services with high transaction volume.
Chapter 2

Framework

Large-scale services are often made reliable and scalable by means of replication. That is, the service is replicated on multiple machines with a load balancing process that splits the workload. Therefore, similar to [KTGN10, KGN08, OAS08], we expect all machines that perform the same role, using similar hardware and configuration, to exhibit similar behavior. Whenever we see a machine that consistently differs from the rest, we flag it as suspicious for a latent fault. As we show in our experiments, this procedure flags latent faults weeks before the actual failure occurs.

2.1 Overview

To compare machine operation, we use performance counters. Machines in datacenters often periodically report and log a wide range of performance counters. These counters are collected from the hardware (e.g., temperature), the operating system (e.g., number of threads), the runtime system (e.g., garbage collected), and from application layers (e.g., transactions completed). Hundreds of counters are collected at each machine. More counters can be specified by the system administrator, or the application developer, at will. Our framework is intentionally agnostic: it assumes no domain knowledge, and treats all counters equally. Figure 4.5 shows several examples of such counters from several machines across a single day.

We model the problem as follows: there are $M$ machines each reporting $C$ performance counters at every time point $t \in T$. We denote the vector of counter values for machine $m$ at time $t$ as $x(m,t)$. The hypothesis is that the inspected machine is working properly and hence the statistical process that generated this vector for machine $m$ is the same statistical process that generated the vector for any other machine $m'$. However, if we see that the vector $x(m,t)$ for machine $m$ is notably different from the vectors of other machines, we reject the hypothesis and flag the machine $m$ as suspicious for a latent fault. (Below we simply say the machine is suspicious.)

After some common preprocessing (see Section 2.2), the framework incorporates pluggable tests (aka outlier detection methods) to compare machine operation. At any
time \( t \), the input \( x(t) \) to a test \( S \) consists of the vectors \( x(m,t) \) for all machines at time \( t \): \( x(t) = \{ x(m,t) \mid m \in \mathcal{M} \} \). The test \( S(m,x(t)) \) analyzes the data and assigns a score (either a scalar or a vector) to machine \( m \) at time \( t \).

The framework generates a wrapper around the test, which guarantees its statistical performance. Essentially, the scores for machine \( m \) are aggregated over time, so that eventually the norm of the aggregated scores converges, and is used to compute a p-value for \( m \). The longer the allowed time period for aggregating the scores is, the more sensitive the test will be. At the same time, aggregating over long periods of time creates latencies in the detection process. Therefore, in our experiments, we have aggregated data over 24 hour intervals, as a compromise between sensitivity and latency.

The p-value for a machine \( m \) is a bound on the probability that a random healthy machine would exhibit such aberrant counter values. If the p-value falls below a predefined significance level \( \alpha \), the null hypothesis is rejected, and the machine is flagged as suspicious. In Section 2.3 we present the general analysis used to compute the p-value from aggregated test scores.

Given a test \( S \), and a significance level \( \alpha > 0 \), we can present the framework as follows:

1. Preprocess the data as described in Section 2.2 (can be done once, after collecting some data; see below);
2. Compute for every machine \( m \) the vector \( v_m = \frac{1}{T} \sum_t S(m,x(t)) \) (integration phase);
3. Using the vectors \( v_m \), compute p-values \( p(m) \);
4. Report every machine with \( p(m) < \alpha \) as suspicious.

To demonstrate the power of the framework, we describe three test implementations in Chapter 3.

**Notation**

The cardinality of a set \( G \) is denoted by \( |G| \), while for a scalar \( s \), we use \( |s| \) as the absolute value of \( s \). The \( L_2 \) norm of a vector \( y \) is \( \|y\| \), and \( y \cdot y' \) is the inner product of \( y \) and \( y' \). \( \mathcal{M} \) denotes the set of all machines in a test, \( m,m' \) denote specific machines, and \( M = |\mathcal{M}| \) denotes the number of machines. \( C \) is the set of all counters selected by preprocessing step (step 1), \( c \) denotes a specific counter, and \( C = |C| \). \( T \) are the time points where counters are sampled during preprocessing (for instance, every 5 minutes for 24 hours in our experiments), \( t,t' \) denote specific time points, and \( T = |T| \). Let \( x(m,t) \) be the vector of preprocessed counter values for machine \( m \) at time \( t \), \( x_c(m,t) \) the value of counter \( c \) for machine \( m \) at time \( t \), and \( x(t) \) the set of all counter values for all machines at time \( t \). \( x \) and \( x' \) denote sets of inputs \( x(m,t) \) and \( x'(m,t) \), respectively, for all \( m \) and \( t \). Finally, in the preprocessing section Section 2.2 \( C' \) denotes the set of all counters available in the system, i.e. before the preprocessing step.
Assumptions

In modeling the problem we make several reasonable assumptions (see, e.g., [KTGN10, KGN08, OAS08]) that we will now make explicit. While these assumptions might not hold in every environment, they do hold in many cases, including the setups considered in Chapter 4 (except where otherwise noted).

- The majority of machines are working properly at any given point in time.
- Machines are homogeneous, meaning they perform a similar task and use similar hardware and software. (If this is not the case, then we can often split the collection of machines to a few large homogeneous clusters.)
- On average, workload is balanced across all machines.
- Counters are ordinal and are reported at the same rate.
- Counter values are memoryless in the sense that they depend only on the current time period (and are independent of the identity of the machine).

Formally, we assume that \( x(m, t) \) is a realization of a random variable \( X(t) \) whenever machine \( m \) is working properly. Since all machines perform the same task, and since the load balancer attempts to split the load evenly between the machines, the homogeneous assumption implies that we should expect \( x(m, t) \) to show similar behavior. We do expect to see changes over time, due to changes in the workload, for example. However, we expect these changes to be similarly reflected in all machines.

2.2 Preprocessing

Clearly, our model is simplified, and in practice not all of its assumptions about counters hold. Thus the importance of the preprocessing algorithm Algorithm 2.1: it eliminates artifacts, normalizes the data, and automatically discards counters that violate assumptions and hinder comparison. Since we do not assume any domain knowledge, preprocessing treats all counters similarly, regardless of type. Furthermore, preprocessing is fully automatic and is not tuned to the specific nature of the service analyzed.

First, not all counters are reported at a fixed rate, and even periodic counters might have different periods. Non-periodic and infrequent counters hinder comparison because at any given time their values are usually unknown for most machines. They may also bias statistical tests. Such counters are typically event-driven, and have a different number of reports on different machines, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1; hence they are automatically detected by looking at the variability of the reporting rate and are removed by the preprocessing.
For each counter $c$ and machine $m$, let $n_c(m)$ be the number of times machine $m$ reported the counter $c$ during the test period. We expect all machines to have similar number of reports for a periodic counters. To robustly detect the typical number of reports for the counter $c$ we compute the median number of reports, denoted by $n_c$. This median is used to compute a robust notion of the variability in the number of reports, which is similar to standard deviation: the \textit{Median Absolute Deviation} (MAD) (see, e.g., [SM09]). The MAD of a sample $S$ is defined as

$$
\text{MAD}(S) = \text{median}_{s \in S}(|s - \text{median}_{s \in S}(s)|).
$$

$n_c$ is also used to scale variability so that the same threshold can be used for frequent and infrequent counters. We therefore define the variability as the 90th percentile of $|(n_c(m) - n_c)/n_c|$ and eliminate counters for which this number is too large. In our implementation this threshold is set to 0.01. The choice of the 90th percentile represents our assumption that most of the machines (at least 90%) are working properly. We also eliminate infrequent counters: in our implementation, counters that are being reported less than 6 times a day are discarded.

After eliminating the non-periodic counters, preprocessing samples counter values at equal time intervals (5 minutes in our implementation), so that machines can be compared at those time points $t \in T$. At this stage the counters are also normalized to have zero mean and a unit variance (across all machines and times), in order to eliminate artifacts of scaling and numerical instabilities. Counters with the same constant value across all machines are discarded.

Finally, some counters violate the assumption of being memoryless. For example, a counter that reports the time since the last machine reboot cannot be considered memoryless. Such counters usually provide no insight into the correct or normal behavior because they exhibit different behavior on different machines. Consequently, preprocessing drops those counters. Automatic detection of such counters is performed similarly to the detection of event-driven counters, by looking at the variability of counter means across different machines. Due to our assumptions, we expect that counters will have similar means when measured on different machines (see, e.g. Figure 2.2). On

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Histogram of number of reports for two kinds of counters. The report rate across different machines of the event-driven counter has higher variance.}
\end{figure}
Figure 2.2: Counter values for 8 machines. The counter in 2.2a shows different means for individual machines. On the other hand, despite unpredictable variation over time, in 2.2b all machines act in tandem.

the other hand we cannot simply eliminate all counters with deviations from the mean, since we would have no counters left to detect malfunctioning machines. Additionally machines may skew mean and variance calculations since they are outliers.

Therefore, we use robust statistics in the following way. We first compute $\mu_c(m)$, the median of the value of the counter $c$ on machine $m$, for every machine $m \in \mathcal{M}$. Let $\mu_c$ be the median of the median values: $\mu_c = \text{median}_{m \in \mathcal{M}}(\mu_c(m))$. As before, we use the median absolute deviation as a robust version of standard deviations. Hence we, compute the 90th percentile of

$$\left| \frac{\mu_c(m) - \mu_c}{\text{mad}_c(m)} \right|$$

where $\text{mad}_c(m) = \text{MAD}_{t \in \mathcal{T}}(\{x_c(m,t)\})$. We ignore counters for which this value is greater than a threshold (2 in our experiments).

The process of dropping counters is particularly important when monitoring virtual machines. It eliminates counters affected by “cross-talk” between virtual machines sharing the same physical host. In our experiments, after the above filtering operations, we were typically left with more than one hundred useful counters (over two hundred in some systems); see Table 4.4.

The preprocessing algorithm Algorithm 2.1 has three parameters that need to be tuned. However, as demonstrated in Section 4.7 the same parameter values can be used for very different services, and furthermore our tests are robust to moderate changes in preprocessing parameter values: such changes do not affect performance in any significant way.
Algorithm 2.1 The preprocessing algorithm. Receives the raw counters, eliminates problematic counters and normalizes the data. \( p_{90}(S) \) denotes the 90\(^{th}\)-percentile of \( S \).

Let \( \theta^1 = 0.01, \theta^2 = 2, \theta^n = 6 \)

Let \( z_c(m, t) \) = the last value of counter \( c \) on machine \( m \) before time \( t \)

Let \( n_c(m) \) = number of reports for counter \( c \) on \( m \)

for all counter \( c \in C' \) do

\[ \nu_c \leftarrow \text{mean}_{m \in \mathcal{M}, t \in \mathcal{T}}(z_c(m, t)) \]
\[ \sigma_c \leftarrow \text{STD}_{m \in \mathcal{M}, t \in \mathcal{T}}(z_c(m, t)) \]

for all machine \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) and time \( t \in \mathcal{T} \) do

\[ y_c(m, t) \leftarrow \frac{z_c(m, t) - \nu_c}{\sigma_c} \]

end for

for all machine \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) do

\[ \mu_c(m) \leftarrow \text{median}_{t \in \mathcal{T}}(y_c(m, t)) \]
\[ \text{mad}_c(m) \leftarrow \text{MAD}_{t \in \mathcal{T}}(y_c(m, t)) \]

end for

\[ n_c \leftarrow \text{median}_{m \in \mathcal{M}}(n_c(m)) \]
\[ \psi^1_c \leftarrow p_{90} \left( \frac{n_c(m) - n_c}{n_c} \right) \]
\[ \mu_c \leftarrow \text{median}_{m \in \mathcal{M}}(\mu_c(m)) \]
\[ \psi^2_c \leftarrow p_{90} \left( \frac{\mu_c(m) - \mu_c}{\text{mad}_c(m)} \right) \]

if \( (\psi^1_c \leq \theta^1) \) and \( (n_c \geq \theta^n) \) and \( (\psi^2_c \leq \theta^2) \) then

Add counter \( c \) to set of selected counters \( C \)

for all machine \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) and time \( t \in \mathcal{T} \) do

\[ x_c(m, t) \leftarrow y_c(m, t) \]

end for

else

Discard counter \( c \)

end if

end for
2.3 Framework Analysis

In this section we show how the p-values (step 3 in the framework) are computed. We use two methods to compute these values, encapsulated as two lemmas.

Recall that that the framework defines the scoring function of a single machine as follows:

\[ \|v_m\| = \left\| \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \right\|. \]

To compute a p-value for a machine, we compare \( \|v_m\| \) to its expected value, or to its empirical mean if the expected value is unknown.

The first method assumes the expected value of the scoring function is known a priori when all machines work properly. In this case, we compare \( v_m \) to its expected value and flag machines that have significant deviations (recall that \( v_m = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \); see framework step 2).

The second method for computing the p-value is used when the expected value of the scoring function is not known. In this case, we use the empirical mean of \( \|v_m\| \) and compare the values obtained for each of the machines to this value. Both methods take the number of machines \( M \) into account. The resulting p-values are the probability of one false positive or more across \( T \), regardless of the number of machines.

In order to prove the convergence of \( v_m \), we require that test functions be bounded as follows:

**Definition 2.3.1.** A test \( S \) is \( L_1, L_2 \)-bounded if the following two properties hold for any two input vector sets \( x \) and \( x' \), and for any \( m \) and \( t \):

1. \( \|S(m, x(t)) - S(m, x'(t))\| \leq L_1 \).

2. Let \( \bar{x} \) be \( x \) where \( x'(m', t) \) is replaced with \( x'(m', t) \). Then for any \( m \neq m' \),

\[ \|S(m, x(t)) - S(m, \bar{x}(t))\| \leq L_2. \]

The above definition requires that the test is bounded in two aspects. First, even if we change all the inputs, a machine score cannot change by more than \( L_1 \). Moreover, if we change the counter values for a single machine, the score for any other machine cannot change by more than \( L_2 \).

For a test \( S \) that is \( L_1, L_2 \)-bounded as in Definition 2.3.1, Lemma 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.3.2 below provide probability guarantees for the divergence of \( \|v_m\| \) from its expected value or from its empirical mean, respectively.

**Bounded Differences Inequality and Triangle Inequality**

Our lemmas rely on the bounded differences inequality, as well as on the triangle inequality and its reverse.
The independent bounded differences inequality [McD89] gives a concentration result for functions of bounded random variables. It provides an upper bound on the probability that such a function deviates from its expected value:

**Theorem ([McD89, Lemma 1.3])**. Let $X_1, \ldots, X_n$ be independent random variables, with $X_k$ taking values in the set $A_k$ for each $k$. Suppose that the measurable function $f : \Pi_k A_k \to \mathbb{R}$ satisfies

$$|f(x) - f(x')| \leq c_k$$

whenever the vectors $x$ and $x'$ differ only in the $k$-th coordinate. Let $Y$ be the random variable $f(X_1, \ldots, X_n)$. Then for any $t > 0$,

$$\Pr[Y - E[Y] \geq t] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{2t^2}{\sum_{k=1}^n c_k^2} \right),$$

$$\Pr[E[Y] - Y \geq t] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{2t^2}{\sum_{k=1}^n c_k^2} \right),$$

and

$$\Pr[|Y - E[Y]| \geq t] \leq 2 \exp \left( -\frac{2t^2}{\sum_{k=1}^n c_k^2} \right).$$

The triangle inequality is

$$\|x + y\| \leq \|x\| + \|y\|.$$

Consequently, the reverse triangle inequality is

$$|\|x\| - \|y\|| \leq \|x - y\|.$$

**When the Expected Value $E[\|v_m\|]$ is Known**

When $E[\|v_m\|]$ is known a priori, we use Lemma 2.3.2 to give an upper bound on the probability that the score of a healthy machine is above the expected value by some amount $\gamma$.

**Lemma 2.3.2.** Consider a test $S$ that is $L_1, L_2$-bounded as in Definition 2.3.1. Assume that $\forall m, t, \ x(m, t) \sim X(t)$. Then for every $\gamma > 0$,

$$\Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq E[\|v_m\|] + \gamma] \leq M \exp \left( -\frac{2T\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \right).$$

**Proof.** We have $T$ independent random variables $X(t)$, each taking values in $\mathbb{R}$. Our measurable function is

$$f(x) = \|v_m\| = \frac{1}{T} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \right\|.$$
and from the triangle inequality we can write:

$$\|v_m\| = \frac{1}{T} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \right\| \leq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t \in T} \|S(m, x(t))\| \quad . \quad (2.1)$$

For every time \(t'\), for any \(x\) and \(x'\) which differ only at one time \(t'\), then \(\forall t \neq t', S(m, x(t)) = S(m, x'(t))\). By applying the triangle inequality, and since \(S\) is \(L_1, L_2\)-bounded we can write:

$$|f(x) - f(x')| = \frac{1}{T} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) - \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x'(t)) \right\|$$

$$\leq \frac{1}{T} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \right\| - \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x'(t)) \right\|$$

$$\leq \frac{1}{T} \left\| S(m, x(t')) \right\| - \left\| S(m, x'(t')) \right\|$$

$$\leq \frac{1}{T} \left\| S(m, x(t')) - S(m, x'(t')) \right\|$$

$$\leq \frac{L_1}{T} \quad . \quad (2.2)$$

We can now apply the bounded differences inequality Theorem ([McD89, Lemma 1.3]) to derive a bound for one specific machine \(m\):

$$\Pr[\|v_m\| - E[\|v_m\|] \geq \gamma] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{2\gamma^2}{\sum_{t \in T} L_2^2 T^2} \right)$$

$$= \exp \left( -\frac{2\gamma^2}{T L_2^2} \right)$$

$$= \exp \left( -\frac{2T \gamma^2}{L_2^2} \right) \quad . \quad (2.3)$$

Finally, we apply the union bound \(\Pr[\cup_i A_i] \leq \sum_i \Pr(A_i)\) to (2.3) to arrive at a bound for all machines:

$$\Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq E[\|v_m\|] + \gamma] \leq \sum_{m \in M} \Pr[\|v_m\| - E[\|v_m\|] \geq \gamma]$$

$$\leq \sum_{m \in M} \exp \left( -\frac{2T \gamma^2}{L_2^4} \right)$$

$$= M \exp \left( -\frac{2T \gamma^2}{L_2^4} \right)$$

which completes the proof.

\[\square\]
When the Expected Value $E[\|v_m\|]$ is Unknown

When $E[\|v_m\|]$ is not known a priori, we use the empirical mean as a proxy for the true expected value. Lemma 2.3.3 gives upper bound on the probability that the score of a healthy machine is above the empirical mean value by some amount $\gamma$.

Lemma 2.3.3. Consider a test $S$ that is $L_1, L_2$-bounded as in Definition 2.3.1. Assume that $\forall m, t, \ x(m, t) \sim X(t)$, and that $\forall m, m', E[\|v_m\|] = E[\|v_{m'}\|]$. Denote by $\hat{v}$ the empirical mean of $v_m$:

$$\hat{v} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \|v_m\|$$

Then for every $\gamma > 0$,

$$\Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq \hat{v} + \gamma] \leq (M + 1) \exp \left( -\frac{2TM\gamma^2}{L_1(1 + \sqrt{M}) + L_2(M - 1)} \right).$$

Proof. We will first limit the divergence of the empirical mean from the true expectation, using the bounded differences inequality.

The empirical $\hat{v}$ is itself a function of $MT$ random variables, $\|v_m(x(t))\|$ for every $m \in M, t \in T$:

$$\hat{v} = \hat{v}(x) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \|v_m(x(t))\| = \frac{1}{MT} \sum_{m \in M} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) \right\|.$$

Let $x, x'$ differ only in a single coordinate $(m', t')$, meaning at time $t'$ for machine $m'$. Then since $S$ is $L_1, L_2$-bounded, we can show that

$$|\hat{v}(x) - \hat{v}(x')| \leq \frac{L_1 + L_2(M - 1)}{MT}.$$

This is because $\|v_m(x)\| - \|v_m(x')\|$ is upper bounded by $\frac{L_1}{T}$ when $m = m'$, and by $\frac{L_2}{T}$ for every $m \neq m'$. Formally, from (2.2) and with similar steps, we use the triangle
inequality and the fact that $\forall t \neq t', S(m, x(t)) = S(m, x'(t))$ to derive the bound:

$$\left| \hat{\nu}(x) - \hat{\nu}(x') \right| = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \| v_m(x) \| - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \| v_m(x') \|$$

$$= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \| v_m(x) \| - \| v_m(x') \|$$

$$= \frac{1}{M} \left[ \sum_{m=0} \| v_m(x) \| - \| v_m(x') \| \right] + \frac{1}{M} \left[ \sum_{m \neq m'} \| v_m(x) \| - \| v_m(x') \| \right]$$

$$\leq \frac{L_1}{MT} + \frac{1}{MT} \left[ \sum_{m \neq m'} \left\| \sum_{t \in T} S(m, x(t)) - S(m, x'(t)) \right\| \right]$$

$$= \frac{L_1}{MT} + \frac{1}{MT} \sum_{m \neq m'} \left\| S(m, x(t')) - S(m, x'(t)) \right\|$$

$$\leq \frac{L_1}{MT} + \frac{L_2(M-1)}{MT} = \frac{L_1 + L_2(M-1)}{MT} . \quad (2.4)$$

We are now ready to apply the bounded differences inequality to $\hat{\nu}$:

$$\Pr \left[ \hat{\nu} \leq \mathbb{E} [\hat{\nu}] - \gamma \right] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{2\gamma^2}{\sum_{m \in M, t \in T} \left( \frac{L_1 + L_2(M-1)}{MT} \right)^2} \right)$$

$$= \exp \left( -\frac{2MT\gamma^2}{(L_1 + L_2(M-1))^2} \right) . \quad (2.5)$$

Now that we know how the empirical mean is concentrated around the true expected value, we will combine (2.5) with Lemma 2.3.3 to yield a bound for $L_1, L_2$-bound tests. In intuitive terms, we limit how far $\| v_m \|$ is allowed to stray from the true mean $\mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|]$, and how far the empirical mean $\hat{\nu}$ is allowed to stray from the true mean.

From linearity of expectation, and since $\forall m, m': \mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] = \mathbb{E} [\| v_{m'} \|]$, we know that the empirical mean of $\| v_m \|$ converges to the expectation:

$$\mathbb{E} [\hat{\nu}] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \| v_m \| \right] = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in M} \mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] = \mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] .$$

We now combine (2.5) with Lemma 2.3.3 using an affine combination parameter $0 < \alpha < 1$, which we will set later. If there exists $m$ such that $\| v_m \| - \hat{\nu} \geq \gamma$, we use $\alpha$ to restrict where $\| v_m \|$ can be in relation to the empirical mean and the expected value (the true mean). One or both of the following must hold: either $\| v_m \| - \mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] \geq \alpha \gamma$ (meaning $\| v_m \|$ is far enough above its expected value), or $\hat{\nu} \leq \mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] - (1 - \alpha) \gamma$ (meaning the empirical mean is far enough above the expected value). For the case where $\mathbb{E} [\| v_m \|] < \hat{\nu} < \| v_m \|$, it is trivially so. Figure 2.3 illustrates the case where
\( \hat{v} < E[\|v_m\|] < \|v_m\| \). Since the expected value \( E[\|v_m\|] \) is between the empirical mean and \( \|v_m\| \), either it is below the \( \gamma \) split point and therefore \( \|v_m\| \) is far enough above the expected value (Figure 2.3a), or \( E[\|v_m\|] \) is above the split point and therefore far enough above the empirical mean \( \hat{v} \) (Figure 2.3b).

\[
\Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq \hat{v} + \gamma] \\
\leq \Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq E[\|v_m\|] + \alpha \gamma] \\
+ \Pr[\hat{v} \leq E[\hat{v}] - (1 - \alpha)\gamma] \\
\leq M \exp \left( -\frac{2T\alpha^2\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \right) + \exp \left( -\frac{2MT(1 - \alpha)^2\gamma^2}{(L_1 + L_2(M - 1))^2} \right).
\]

Finally, choosing
\[
\alpha = \frac{\sqrt{ML_1}}{L_1 \left( 1 + \sqrt{M} \right) + L_2 (M - 1)}
\]
and substituting

\[
\Pr[\exists m \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq \hat{v} + \gamma] \\
\leq M \exp \left( - \frac{2T\alpha^2\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \right) + \exp \left( - \frac{2MT(1 - \alpha)^2\gamma^2}{(L_1 + L_2(M - 1))^2} \right) \\
= M \exp \left( - \frac{2T}{L_1^2} \frac{ML_1^2}{(L_1(1+\sqrt{M})+L_2(M-1))^2} \gamma^2 \right) \\
+ \exp \left( - \frac{2MT}{(L_1 + (M - 1)L_2)^2} \frac{(L_1(1+\sqrt{M})+L_2(M-1))^2 - \sqrt{ML_1}}{(L_1+(M-1)L_2)^2} \gamma^2 \right) \\
= M \exp \left( - \frac{2MT\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \frac{1}{(1 + \sqrt{M}) + L_2(M - 1)} \right) \\
+ \exp \left( - \frac{2MT\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \frac{(L_1 + L_2(M - 1))^2}{(1 + \sqrt{M}) + L_2(M - 1)} \right) \\
= (M + 1) \exp \left( - \frac{2MT\gamma^2}{L_1^2} \frac{1}{(1 + \sqrt{M}) + L_2(M - 1)} \right)
\]

yields the stated result.
Using the general framework described in Chapter 2, we describe three test implementations: the sign test (Section 3.1), the Tukey test (Section 3.2), and the LOF test (Section 3.3). Their analyses provide examples of the use of the machinery developed in Section 2.3. Other tests can be easily incorporated into our framework. Such tests could make use of more information, or be even more sensitive to the signals generated by latent faults. For many well-known statistical tests, the advantages of the framework will still hold: no tuning, no domain knowledge, no training, and no need for tagged data.

3.1 The Sign Test

The sign test [DM46] is a classic statistical test. It verifies the hypothesis that two samples share a common median. It has been extended to the multivariate case [Ran89]. We extend it to allow the simultaneous comparison of multiple machines. The “sign” of a machine $m$ at time $t$ is the average direction of its vector $x(m, t)$ to all other machines’ vectors, and its score $v_m$ is the sum of all these directions, divided by $T$.

The intuition is that healthy machines are similar on average, and any differences are random. Average directions are therefore random and tend to cancel each other out when added together, meaning $v_m$ will be a relatively short vector for healthy machines. Conversely, if $m$ has a latent fault then some of its metrics are consistently different from healthy machines, and so the average directions are similar in some dimensions. When summing up these average directions, these similarities reinforce each other and therefore $v_m$ tends to be a longer vector.

Formally, let $m$ and $m'$ be two machines and let $x(m, t)$ and $x(m', t)$ be the vectors of their reported counters at time $t$. We use the test

$$S(m, x(t)) = \frac{1}{M - 1} \sum_{m' \neq m} \frac{x(m, t) - x(m', t)}{\|x(m, t) - x(m', t)\|}$$

as a multivariate version of the sign function. If all the machines are working properly,
we expect this value to be zero. Therefore, the sum of several samples over time is also expected not to grow far from zero.

Algorithm 3.1 The sign test. Output a list of suspicious machines with p-value below significance level $\alpha$.

```
for all machine $m \in \mathcal{M}$ do
    $S(m, x(t)) \leftarrow \frac{1}{M-1} \sum_{m' \neq m} \| x(m, t) - x(m', t) \|$
    $v_m \leftarrow \frac{1}{T} \sum_t S(m, x(t))$
end for

$\hat{v} \leftarrow \frac{1}{M} \sum_m \|v_m\|$

for all machine $m \in \mathcal{M}$ do
    $\gamma \leftarrow \max (0, \|v_m\| - \hat{v})$
    $p(m) \leftarrow (M + 1) \exp \left( -\frac{TM\gamma^2}{2(\sqrt{M+2})^2} \right)$
    if $p(m) \leq \alpha$ then
        Report machine $m$ as suspicious
    end if
end for
```

The following theorem shows that if all machines are working properly, the norm of $v_m$ should not be much larger than its empirical mean.

**Theorem 3.1.** Assume that $\forall m \in \mathcal{M}$ and $\forall t \in T$, $x(m, t)$ is sampled independently from $X(t)$. Let $v_m$ and $\hat{v}$ be as in Algorithm 3.1. Then for every $\gamma > 0$,

$$
\Pr [\exists m \in \mathcal{M} \text{ s.t. } \|v_m\| \geq \hat{v} + \gamma] \leq (M + 1) \exp \left( -\frac{TM\gamma^2}{2(\sqrt{M+2})^2} \right).
$$

**Proof.** The sign test is $2\frac{2}{M-1}$-bounded since

$$
\left\| x(m, t) - x(m', t) \right\| \leq 1.
$$

Applying Lemma 2.3.3, we obtain the stated result. 

Theorem 3.1 proves the correctness of the p-values computed by the sign test. For an appropriate significance level $\alpha$, Theorem 3.1 guarantees a small number of false detections.

A beneficial property of the sign test is that it also provides a fingerprint for the failure in suspicious machines. The vector $v_m$ scores every counter. The test assigns high positive scores to counters on which the machine $m$ has higher values than the rest of the population and negative scores to counters on which $m$’s values are lower. This fingerprint can be used to identify recurring types of failures [BGF+10]. It can also be used as a starting point for root cause analysis, which is a subject for future research.
3.2 The Tukey Test

The Tukey test is based on a different statistical tool, the Tukey depth function [Tuk75]. Given a sample of points \( Z \), the Tukey depth function gives high scores to points near the center of the sample and low scores to points near the perimeter. For a point \( z \), it examines all possible half-spaces that contain the point \( z \) and counts the number of points of \( Z \) inside the half-space. The depth is defined as the minimum number of points over all possible half-spaces. Formally, let \( Z \) be a set of points in the vector space \( \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( z \in \mathbb{R}^d \); then the Tukey depth of \( z \) in \( Z \) is:

\[
\text{Depth}(z|Z) = \inf_{w \in \mathbb{R}^d} \left( |\{ z' \in Z \text{ s.t. } z \cdot w \leq z' \cdot w \}| \right)
\]

Algorithm 3.2 The Tukey test. Output a list of suspicious machines with p-value below significance level \( \alpha \).

Let \( I = 5 \)

for \( i \leftarrow 1, \ldots, I \) do

\[ \pi_i \leftarrow \text{random projection } R^C \rightarrow R^2 \]

for all \( t \in T \) do

for all \( m \in M \) do

\[ d(i, m, t) \leftarrow \text{Depth} (\pi_i(x(m, t)|x(t))) \]

end for

end for

for all \( m \in M \) do

\[ S(m, x(t)) \leftarrow \frac{2}{\pi(M-1)} \sum_i d(i, m, t) \]

\[ v_m \leftarrow \frac{1}{p} \sum_i S(m, x(t)) \]

end for

\[ \hat{v} \leftarrow \frac{1}{M} \sum_m v_m \]

for all \( m \in M \) do

\[ \gamma \leftarrow \max(0, \hat{v} - \| v_m \|) \]

\[ p(m) \leftarrow (M + 1) \exp \left( -\frac{2TM\gamma^2}{(\sqrt{M+3})^2} \right) \]

if \( p(m) \leq \alpha \) then

Report machine \( m \) as suspicious

end if

end for

In our setting, we say that if the vectors \( x(m, t) \) for a fixed machine \( m \) consistently have low depths at different time points \( t \), it means that \( m \) tends to be outside the sample of points – an outlier. Hence \( m \) is likely to be behaving differently than the rest of the machines.

However, there are two main obstacles in using the Tukey test. First, for each point in time, the size of the sample is exactly the number of machines \( M \) and the dimension is the number of available counters \( C \). The dimension \( C \) can be larger than the number of points \( M \) and it is thus likely that all the points will be in a general
position and have a depth of 1. Moreover, computing the Tukey depth in high dimension is computationally prohibitive \cite{Cha04}. Therefore, similarly to \cite{CANR08}, we select a few random projections of the data to low dimension ($R^2$) and compute depths in the lower dimension.

We randomly select a projection from $R^C$ to $R^2$ by creating a matrix $C \times 2$ such that each entry in the matrix is selected at random from a normal distribution. For each time $t$, we project $x(m, t)$ for all the machines $m \in M$ to $R^2$ several times, using the selected projections, and compute depths in $R^2$ with a complexity of only $O(M \log(M))$, to obtain the depth $d(i, m, t)$ for machine $m$ at time $t$ with the $i$‘th projection. The score used in the Tukey test is the sum of the depths computed on the random projections:

$$S(m, x(t)) = \frac{2}{I(M - 1)} \sum_i d(i, m, t).$$

If all machines behave correctly, $v_m$ should be concentrated around its mean. However, if a machine $m$ has a much lower score than the empirical mean, this machine is flagged as suspicious. The following theorem shows how to compute $p$-values for the Tukey test.

**Theorem 3.2.** Assume that $\forall m \in M$ and $\forall t \in T, x(m, t)$ is sampled independently from $X(t)$. Let $v_m$ and $\hat{v}$ be as in Algorithm 3.2. Then for every $\gamma > 0$,

$$\Pr \left[ \exists m \in M \text{ s.t. } v_m \leq \hat{v} - \gamma \right] \leq (M + 1) \exp \left( -\frac{2TM\gamma^2}{(\sqrt{M} + 3)^2} \right).$$

**Proof.** The Tukey test is $1, \frac{2}{M - 1}$-bounded since $0 \leq d(i, m, t) \leq \lceil \frac{M - 1}{2} \rceil$ \cite{Cha04}. Applying Lemma 2.3.3 with $-v_m$ and $-\hat{v}$, we obtain the stated result.

### 3.3 The LOF Test

The LOF test is based on the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) algorithm \cite{BKNS00}, which is a popular outlier detection algorithm. The LOF test attempts to find outliers by comparing density of local neighborhoods. Vectors of faulty machines will often be dissimilar to those of healthy machines, and therefore end up with lower local density than their neighbours.

The greater the LOF score is, the more suspicious the point is, but the precise value of the score has no particular meaning. Therefore, in the LOF test the scores are converted to ranks. The rank $r(m, x(t))$ is such that the machine with the lowest LOF score will have rank 0, the second lowest will have rank 1, and so on. If all machines are working properly, the rank $r(m, x(t))$ is distributed uniformly on $0, 1, \ldots, M - 1$. 
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Therefore, for healthy machines, the scoring function

\[ S(m, x(t)) = \frac{2r(m, x(t))}{M - 1} \]

has an expected value of 1. If the score is much higher, the machine is flagged as suspicious. The correctness of this approach is proven in the next theorem.

**Algorithm 3.3 The LOF test.** Output a list of suspicious machines with p-value below significance level \( \alpha \).

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{for all time } t \in T \text{ do} \\
\quad l(m, t) \leftarrow \text{LOF of } x(m, t) \text{ in } x(t) \\
\quad \text{for all machine } m \in M \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad r(m, x(t)) \leftarrow \text{rank of } l(m, t) \text{ in } \{l(m', t)\}_{m' \in M} \\
\quad \quad S(m, x(t)) \leftarrow \frac{2r(m, x(t))}{M - 1} \\
\quad \text{end for} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{for all machine } m \in M \text{ do} \\
\quad v_m \leftarrow \frac{1}{T} \sum_t S(m, x(t)) \\
\quad \gamma \leftarrow \max(0, v_m - 1) \\
\quad p(m) \leftarrow M \exp\left(-\frac{T\gamma^2}{2}\right) \\
\quad \text{if } p(m) \leq \alpha \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \text{Report machine } m \text{ as suspicious} \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\text{end for}
\end{array}
\]

**Theorem 3.3.** Assume that \( \forall m \in M \) and \( \forall t \in T, x(m, t) \) is sampled independently from \( X(t) \). Let \( v_m \) be as defined in Algorithm 3.3. Then for every \( \gamma > 0 \),

\[
\Pr[\exists m \in M \text{ s.t. } v_m \geq 1 + \gamma] \leq M \exp\left(-\frac{T\gamma^2}{2}\right).
\]

**Proof.** The LOF test is \( \frac{2}{M - 1} \)-bounded since \( 0 \leq r(m, x(t)) \leq M - 1 \). Moreover, under the assumption of this theorem, the expected value of the score is 1. Applying Lemma 2.3.2, we obtain the stated result. \( \square \)
Chapter 4

Empirical Evaluation

We conducted experiments on live, real-world, distributed services with different characteristics. The LG ("large") service consists of a large cluster (~ 4500 machines) that is a part of the index service of a large search engine (Bing). The PR ("primary") service runs on a mid-sized cluster (~ 300 machines) and provides information about previous user interactions for Bing. It holds a large key-value table and supports reading and writing to this table. The SE ("secondary") service is a hot backup for the PR service and is of similar size. It stores the same table as the PR service but supports only write requests. Its main goal is to provide hot swap for machines in the PR service in cases of failures. Work distribution in the PE and SE services is static, rather than dynamic. Requests are sent to machines based on the key, rather than the current load on the service. The VM ("virtual machine") service provides a mechanism to collect data about users’ interactions with advertisements in a large portal. It stores this information for billing purposes. This service uses 15 virtual machines which share the same physical machine with other virtual machines. We tracked the LG, PR and SE services for 60 days and the VM service for 30 days. We chose periods in which these services did not experience any outage.

These services run on top of a data center management infrastructure for deployment of services, monitoring, automatic repair, and the like [Isa07]. We use the automatic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious</td>
<td>machine flagged as having a latent fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failing</td>
<td>machine failed according to health signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>machine healthy according to health signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>fraction of failing machines out of all suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$= \Pr [\text{failing}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall (TPR)</td>
<td>fraction of suspicious out of all failing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$= \Pr [\text{suspicious}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive Rate (FPR)</td>
<td>fraction of healthy machines out of all suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$= \Pr [\text{suspicious}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
repair log to deduce information concerning the machines’ health signals. This infrastructure also collects different performance counters from both the hardware and the running software, and handles storage, a common practice in such datacenters. Therefore our analysis incurs no overhead nor any changes to the monitored service.

Collected counters fall into a wide range of types: common OS counters such as the number of threads, memory and CPU usage, and paging; hardware counters such as disk write rate and network interface errors; and unique service application counters such as transaction latency, database merges, and query rate.

4.1 Protocol Used in the Experiments

We applied our methods to each service independently and in a daily cycle. That is, we collected counter values every 5 minutes during a 24-hour period and used them to flag suspicious machines using each of the tests. To avoid overfitting, parameters were tuned using historical data of the SE service, then used for all services. In order to reduce the false alarm rate to a minimum, the significance level $\alpha$ was fixed at 0.01.

To evaluate test performance, we compared detected latent faults to machine health signals as reported by the infrastructure at a later date. Health alerts are raised according to rules for detecting software and hardware failures. Our hypothesis is that some latent faults will evolve over time into hard faults, which will be detected by this rule-based mechanism. Therefore, we checked the health signal of each machine in a follow-up period (horizon) of up to 14 days immediately following the day in which the machine was tested for a latent fault. We used existing health systems to verify the results of our latent fault detection framework. In some cases we used manual inspection of counters and audit logs.

Unfortunately, because of limited sensitivity and missing logs, health information is incomplete. Failing or malfunctioning machines that the current watchdog based implementation did not detect are considered by default to be healthy. Similarly, machines with unreported repair actions or without health logs are considered by default to be healthy. When flagged as suspicious by our tests, such machines would be considered false positives. Finally, not all machine failures have preceding latent faults, but to avoid any bias we include all logged health alerts in our evaluation, severely impacting recall, defined below (Section 4.5 estimates the amount of latent faults). Therefore, the numbers we provide in our experiments are underestimations, or lower bounds on the true prevalence of latent faults.

In our evaluation, we refer to machines that were reported healthy during the follow-up horizon as healthy; other machines are referred to as failing. Machines that were flagged by a test are referred to as suspicious. Borrowing from the information retrieval literature [MRS08], we use precision to measure the fraction of failing machines out of all suspicious machines and recall (also called true positive rate, or TPR) to measure the fraction of suspicious machines out of all failing machines. We also use the
false positive rate (FPR) to denote the fraction of healthy machines out of all suspicious machines. There is an inherent tradeoff between recall, precision and false positive rate. For example, if we flag all machines, recall is perfect (since all failing machines are flagged), but precision is very low (since only a fraction of flagged machines actually failed). Similarly, false positive rate can made 0 simply by never flagging any machine, but then recall is also 0. Table 4.1 summarizes the terms used.

We applied the same techniques to all services, using the same choice of parameters. Yet, due to their different nature, we discuss the results for each service separately.

4.2 The LG Service

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the results (failure prediction) for the LG service. The low false positive rate (FPR) reflects our design choice to minimize false positives. Tracking the precision results proves that latent faults abound in the services. For example, the Tukey method has precision of 0.135, 0.497 and 0.653 when failures are considered in horizons of 1, 7 and 14 days ahead, respectively. Therefore, most of the machines flagged as suspicious by this method will indeed fail during the next two weeks. Moreover, most of these failures happen on the second day or later.

The recall numbers in Table 4.2 indicate that approximately 20% of the failures in the service were already manifested in the environment for about a week before they were detected.

The cumulative failure graph (Figure 4.1) depicts the fraction across all days of suspicious machines which failed up to \( n \) days after the detection of the latent fault. In other words, it shows the precision vs. prediction horizon. The “total” line is the fraction of all machines that failed, demonstrating the normal state of affairs in the LG service. This column is equivalent to a guessing “test” that randomly selects suspicious machines on the basis of the failure probability in the LG service. Once again, these graphs demonstrate the existence and prevalence of latent faults.

To explore the tradeoffs between recall, false positive rate, and precision, and to compare the different methods, we present receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and precision-recall (P-R) curves. The curves, shown in Figure 4.2, were generated by varying the significance level: for each value of \( \alpha \) we plot the resulting false positive rate and true positive rate (recall) as a point on the ROC curve. The closer to the top-left corner (no false positives with perfect recall), the better the performance. A random guess would yield a diagonal line from (0, 0) to (1, 1). The P-R curve is similarly generated from recall and precision.

Both the Tukey and sign tests successfully predict failures up to 14 days in advance with a high degree of precision, with sign having a slight advantage. Both perform significantly better than the LOF test, which is still somewhat successful. The results reflect our design tradeoff: at significance level of 0.01, false positive rates are very low (around 2 – 3% for Tukey and sign), and precision is relatively high (especially for longer
Figure 4.1: Cumulative failures on LG service, with the 5%-95% inter-quantile range of single day results for the best performing test, the Tukey test. Most of the faults detected by the sign test and the Tukey test become failures several days after detection.

Table 4.2: Prediction performance on LG with significance level of 0.01. Numbers in parenthesis show the 5%-95% inter-quantile range of single day results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>Tukey</td>
<td>0.240 (0.041–0.660)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.012–0.035)</td>
<td>0.135 (0.021–0.408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sign</td>
<td>0.306 (0.100–0.717)</td>
<td>0.037 (0.025–0.065)</td>
<td>0.109 (0.015–0.308)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>0.248 (0.132–0.500)</td>
<td>0.095 (0.065–0.127)</td>
<td>0.038 (0.015–0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>Tukey</td>
<td>0.151 (0.025–0.293)</td>
<td>0.014 (0.008–0.027)</td>
<td>0.497 (0.160–0.725)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sign</td>
<td>0.196 (0.065–0.322)</td>
<td>0.026 (0.014–0.055)</td>
<td>0.411 (0.188–0.660)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>0.203 (0.130–0.336)</td>
<td>0.087 (0.060–0.122)</td>
<td>0.180 (0.119–0.307)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>Tukey</td>
<td>0.093 (0.022–0.192)</td>
<td>0.011 (0.006–0.020)</td>
<td>0.653 (0.385–0.800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sign</td>
<td>0.126 (0.053–0.241)</td>
<td>0.022 (0.011–0.049)</td>
<td>0.563 (0.389–0.741)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>0.162 (0.091–0.273)</td>
<td>0.082 (0.055–0.118)</td>
<td>0.306 (0.218–0.605)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dips in the beginning of the P-R curves reflect machines that consistently get low p-values, but do not fail. Our manual investigation of some of these machines shows that they can be divided into (1) undocumented failures (incomplete or unavailable logs), and (2) machines that are misconfigured or underperforming, but not failing outright since the services do not monitor for these conditions. Such machines are considered false positives, even though they are actually correctly flagged by our framework as suspicious. This is additional evidence that the numbers reported in our experiments are underestimates, and that latent faults go unnoticed in the environment. This is also why false positive rates are slightly higher than the significance level of 0.01.

Finally, we investigate the sensitivity of the different methods to temporal changes in the workload. Since this service is user facing, the workload changes significantly between weekdays and weekends. We plot Tukey prediction performance with a 14-day horizon for each calendar day (Figure 4.3). Note that the weekly cycle does not affect
the test. The visible dips at around days 22, 35, and towards the end of the period, are due to service upgrades during these times. Since the machines are not upgraded simultaneously, the test detects any performance divergence of the different versions and reports these as failures. However, once the upgrade was completed, no tuning was necessary for the test to regain its performance.

4.3 PR and SE Services

The SE service mirrors data written to PR, but serves no read requests. Its machines are thus less loaded than PR machines, which serve both read and write requests. Hence, traditional rule-based monitoring systems are less likely to detect failures on these machines. The existence of latent faults on these machines is likely to be detected by the health mechanisms only when there is a failure in a primary machine, followed by the faulty SE machine being converted to the primary (PR) role.

Unfortunately, the health monitors for the PR and SE services are not as comprehensive as the ones for the LG service. Since we use the health monitors as the objective signal against which we measure the performance of our tests, these measurements are less reliable. To compensate for that, we manually investigated some of the flagged machines. We are able to provide objective measurements for the SE service, as there are enough real failures which can be successfully predicted, despite at least 30% spurious failures in health logs (verified manually).

Performance on SE service for a significance level of 0.01 is summarized in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Tukey performance on LG across 60 days, with 14-day horizon. It shows the test is not affected by changes in the workload, quickly recovering from service updates on days 22 and 35. Lower performance on days 45–55 is an artifact of gaps in counter logs and updates on later days.

Figure 4.4: ROC and P-R curves on the SE service. Highlighted points are for significance level $\alpha = 0.01$. 
Table 4.3: Prediction performance on SE, 14-day horizon, significance level 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tukey</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROC and P-R curves are in Figure 4.4. Our methods were able to detect and predict machine failures; therefore, latent faults do exist in this service as well, albeit to a lesser extent. As explained above, since this is a backup service, some of the failures go unreported to the service platform. Therefore, the true performance is likely to be better than shown.

The case of the PR service is similar to the SE service but even more acute. The number of reported failures is so low (0.26% machine failures per day) that it would be impossible to verify positive prediction. Nevertheless, and despite the lack of dynamic load balancing, all tests show very low FPR (about 1% for sign and Tukey, 7% for LOF), and in over 99% of healthy cases there were no latent faults according to all tests.

4.4 VM Service

The VM service presents a greater challenge, due to the use of virtual machines and the small machine population. In principle, a test may flag machines as suspicious because of some artifacts related to other virtual machines sharing the same host. Due to the small size of this cluster, we resort to manually examining warning logs, and examining the two machines with latent faults found by the sign test. One of the machines had high CPU usage, thread count, disk queue length and other counters that indicate a large workload, causing our test to flag it as suspicious. Indeed, two days after detection there was a watchdog warning indicating that the machine is overloaded. The relevant counters for this machine are plotted in Figure 4.5. The second machine for which a latent fault was detected appears to have had no relevant warning, but our tests did indicate that it had low memory usage, compared to other machines performing the same role.

4.5 Estimating the Number of Latent Faults

Some failures do not have a period in which they live undetected in the system. Examples include failures due to software upgrades and failures due to network service interruption. We conducted an experiment on the LG environment with the goal of estimating the percentage of failures which do have a latent period.

We selected 80 failure events at random and checked whether our methods detect them 24 hours before they are first reported by the existing failure detection mechanism. As a control, we also selected a random set of 73 machines known to be healthy. For
Figure 4.5: Aberrant counters for suspicious VM machine (black) compared to the counters of 14 other machines (gray).

Figure 4.6: Detection performance on known failures in LG service. At least 20-25% of failures have preceding latent faults. Highlighted points are for $\alpha = 0.01$.

Both sets we require that events come from different machines, and from a range of times and dates.

For this experiment we define a failing machine to be a machine that is reported to be failing but did not have any failure report in the preceding 48 hours. We define a machine to be healthy if it did not have any failure during the 60 day period of our investigation. Figure 4.6 shows the ROC curves for this experiment. Failing machines where latent faults are detected are true positives. Healthy machines flagged as suspicious are counted as false positives. Both sign and Tukey manage to detect 20% – 25% of the failing machines with no false positives. Therefore, we conclude that at least 20% – 25% of the failures are latent for a long period. Assuming our estimation is accurate, the recall achieved in Section 4.2 is close to the maximum possible.
4.6 Comparison of Tests

The three tests proposed in this work are based on different principles. Nevertheless, they tend to flag the same machines. For instance, more than 80\% of the machines that were flagged by Tukey are also flagged by the sign test. All tests achieve a low false positive rate on all services, with the Tukey and sign tests matching the very low user-specified rate parameter.

To better characterize the sensitivities of the different tests, we evaluated them on artificially generated data to which we injected three types of “faults”: counter location (offset), counter scale, or both. We generated synthetic data equivalent to 500 machines, each reporting 150 counters every five minutes for a full day. We begin by generating varying workload with random noise at different scales. We define three types of “faults”: location (offset), scale, or both (location+scale). 25 machines were selected as failing machines, and 10\% of their counters are “faulty” with either different offset, scale or both. Figure 4.7 shows three such synthetic counters for several machines. The strength of the difference varies across the failing machines, and we compare the sensitivity of each test to different kinds of faults.

The resulting curves are shown in Figure 4.8. This experiment shows that the sign test is very sensitive to changes in offsets. LOF has some sensitivity to offset changes while the Tukey test has little sensitivity, if any, to this kind of change. When scale is changed, LOF is more sensitive in the range of low false positive rates but does not do well later on. Tukey is more sensitive than sign to scale changes.

4.7 Filtering Counters in Preprocessing

As described in Section 2.2, the preprocessing stage removes some counters. Table 4.4 reports the average number of counters removed in each service.

When removing counters violating the memoryless assumption, we measure the mean variability of each counter across all machines, leaving only counters with low variability. Our choice of a low fixed threshold value stems from our conservative design choice to avoid false positives, even at the price of removing potentially informative
Figure 4.8: Performance on types of synthetic latent faults

Table 4.4: Average number of counters removed. Many counters remain after automated filtering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counters</th>
<th>LG</th>
<th>VM</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event-driven</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varied means</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
counters. Figure 4.9 justifies this choice: the majority of counters that were not filtered have relatively low variability on most services, whereas the higher variability range (2–10) typically contains few counters. Beyond 10 counters are not usable: most of them are effectively a unique constant value for this counter for each machine. Thus, tuning is not needed in preprocessing.

To further explore the effect of different thresholds, we measured the performance of the tests on a single day of the LG service with different mean variability thresholds. The results are shown in Figure 4.10. Performance is not very sensitive to the choice of threshold. With strict significance level, higher thresholds result in slightly better recall but slightly lower precision, confirming our expectations.

**Figure 4.9:** Histogram of counter mean variability for all services. The majority of counters have variability below 2.

**Figure 4.10:** Sign test performance on one day of the LG service at different mean variability thresholds.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

While current approaches focus on the identification of failures that have already occurred, latent faults manifest themselves as aberrations in some of the machines’ counters, aberrations that will eventually lead to actual failure. Our experiments show that latent faults are common even in well-managed datacenters, and that they can be detected well before they manifest as machine or service failure.

We introduce a novel framework for detecting latent faults that is agile enough to be used across different systems and to withstand changes over time. We proved guarantees on the false detection rates and evaluated our methods on several types of production services. Our methods were able to detect many latent faults days and even weeks ahead of rule-based watchdogs. We have shown that our approach is versatile; the same tests were able to detect faults in different environments without having to retrain or retune them. Our tests handle workload variations and service updates naturally and without intervention. Even services built on virtual machines are monitored successfully without any modification. The scalable nature of our methods allows infrastructure administrators to add as many counters of service-sensitive events as they wish to. Everything else in the monitoring process will be taken care of automatically with no need for further tuning.

There are several potential avenues for future work. First, the probability bounds offered by the framework could potentially be tightened using the empirical Bernstein bounds [AMS07, MSA08], since we often only know the empirical mean rather than the true mean. Also, variance can be bounded since input data is pre-scaled to variance of 1.0 during pre-processing. Second, the time window necessary for the tests is large, limiting their use in latency-sensitive scenarios. More sensitive tests and improved statistical framework can help overcome this issue. Additionally, one could extend the applicability of latent fault detection for services without dynamic load balancing. Rather than consider machine counter values, tests can monitor invariants unique to the work performed by the service. Finally, our framework assumes that machines are homogenous in hardware and software. While quite common in large scale online services, this is not always the case. Addressing this issue can make latent fault detection
applicable in many more scenarios.

In a larger context, the open question that remains is whether large infrastructures should be prepared to recover from “unavoidable” failures, as is commonly suggested. Even when advanced recovery mechanisms exist, they are often not tested due to the risk involved in testing live environments. Indeed, advanced recovery (beyond basic failover) testing of large-scale systems is extremely complicated and failure prone, and rarely covers all faulty scenarios. Consequently, some outages of Amazon EC2 \(^1\), Google’s search engine, and Facebook, and even the Northeast power blackout of 2003, were attributed to the cascading recovery processes, which were interfering with each other during the handling of a local event. It is conceivable that there exist large systems whose recovery processes have never been tested properly.

Like [NM07], we propose an alternative: proactively treating latent faults could substantially reduce the need for recovery processes. We therefore view this work as a step towards more sensitive monitoring machinery, which will lead to more reliable large-scale services.

\(^1\)http://aws.amazon.com/message/65648/
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מספיק

הנושאים הרלוונטיים לשליפת מרובי מתחבים מתחבים ביביה תכליות שבכר קר וｙ התNSArrayות מתאימה. עבורה ומציע את אחת התכליות: איס מרבי שטוחים ביביה וｙ נופי, גנית תכליות והם בר לגל שטוח

ופכים לתכליות במודל התרוממותי

אות הנכון מתוכן, פורק침י לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים מהוצעו ינות לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים mahugu ריבי מראר

המגנונים מ")כיסיסにする כבוי התכליות השולחן, חינכתי עליים לעיונית בשילוב בחום. המגנונים mahugu ריבי מראר
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ככל המונות כל שביל מחשב bíיון חורין, אשר מתאר דע כה בזא אחר ה��ה בגוע ממעקה מחשבים.

תחייתי, בבוסקף, עבוז פקציטות דריצת הפיתוח המחבררכות לכלים הפוטו על זווית העיצוב שחק.

כל פעילויות,נא מספקים הטמיסות הסטטיסטיות אשר עניין על השאלות הבאות: התיירות הפורים של השחמט,の中に השחמט הם השחמטתקן זכבי תורין כל כ- טבעיות והזราม הפרש

מקסיקו על המחשבים.

בעבר והו פיתויים בזיהוי פונקיציאות בידקה שנטער במכונתת המשמעות, כל מחשבים

על המידה הביצעתוני של המחשבים בנבדק את הכורים המ zewnętrzn

פיזיון המ还想ים להשליח את המד.save אנכי כי כל שחקאי, יועדו שאמז שצל

בוחן את הממידות של המחשבים כי מדרומי אנטיוט עם מחרחרס. פונקציות הביצעת

היא מתנה הפיתוח האנרגיה וירוצים מעני עני נכר המחשבים, ויהי בדיקת את פיתוח אבני

בתוך שעון. אונומי ראיות התעשות ביד כל מחשב נון. פונקציות הביצעת השילושית של השיא תחת

ה폐מות הפיתוחים של הכותרים מחשבים שכנים. פיזיון של מחשבים חורים כי לזר

בואר צותי דלי, שך וצב החפשים לא תקונים ולה לה דיימוס להトン.

ניסיון

בחינת ביצועים במגנון זיהוי הכשלים התбинונים על מספים מחשבים אתיתות. המערערות העקרית שב

שלושה שמות הזר חקל ניינוע חﾁים בשימוש נחר, והירוג מתכוןumbo מחשבים.

בבח, אני פרובידר מחשבים אתיתות כי,,reports ביצעת הקויים של ושאר אספמט

מידי ביצעה וככ מתנה ריאים של תקלותIFI אינו ארבעה הכותרים הקויים (אך מוננס עון חונים).

אكبر אחר ביצעת המערערות המזרחיים 60 יומ יומיי, אך הזר בעיצול בהיותו נפלא בטיבי,

וזה והיה את המחפשים כדי בקזים ביצעת השחמט קרר, שיש ביניהם 7% ש.§ أصحاب התוכנה ביצעת החשובות לכבד (15 חיסות)

ל לחלוטין חונים ביצעת שגור cloning, בין 20% ש.§ أصحاب התוכנה ביצעת את הגדול (1.1%).

אכזר ביצעת המערערות עבירה דינוקט תום ביצעת חונים, לחריסות תודר, ומגנונים דוגמה

החוור מיכל ביצעת עתים לא ארוך בחכמה או מבנות פרומיס.

בנוסף ניסי, סקר שרופוט היסטריוותים שאר חתפ תקלות ידיות ביצעת מחשבים, כי בער

20% יש שימור משלים, לעבר המחשבים 1% התוכנה תומא,نصوص נושא משתיים, כי

מחשבים,แลי שום התוכנה היא ביצעת תופעה.

ככ וכל Bệnh את המחפשים המזרחיים 60 יומ אחד ביצעת מחשבים (key-value store) נדבך ו-300 מחשבים

לבח ו-10 יומ עתים: מחשבים הפרוס, מחשבים מחשבים נדבך (15 מחשבים).

ככ שוכן לא פרוס מחשבים, נדבך מחשבים, המחשבים שולח כי המחשבים 300 מחשבים, – לבר המחשבים מחשבים – לבר המחשבים מחשבים – לבר המחשבים מחשבים – לבר המחשבים מחשבים.

לבסוף, בהנה את המחפשים ארבעה העיבודים על מספים מחשבים שחרר על 15 מחשבים וטובaisal

בוח 30 יומ. בנות זה והו 2 יומ עיבודים בבל, ואדם מחשבים עניי יומ מחשבים

v
שיטות למדידת ספיאפשרות

עבור ספיאפשרות במקום, דילגמה ספרותית של מדידות קבוצות מברחת, קיימות שיטות מודרניות שארות את למידת ספיאפשרות. שיטות אלו שנמצאות בתספורת עבור שיטות ספיאפשרות, ניתן בחרת

מדידת ביצועים, פורטרטרים מחמנים, ספורט של_alert下載 마飽ジャン 못שם של सपात्र, אלו

למרות עבורה זו היא ל_weights השימש לשוניבר על שוניי איבר של מערוצות מחמנים שוניים.

עבורה זו: ויוח ספיאנס של תקלות לואו-אكتروנולוגיות

ניש ששת הצלחת התוכנות בתוכנות ביתBALL או שיטות קבוצתיות של תוכנות מחזק, ויכלו בחרת

יהם בתוכנות בצולוב כדי שייה אשר לא בולטים מפסיק, ואו כים חסידתichern כי לא נ걀פת

פואר על וי ממדינת התוכנות מהירה. התוכנות בתוכנות ark לא תרבות חסידב קיים ולייהขาว כתוב ולייהขาว בתוכנות האריך בתוכנות בנוסף בצולובים וליית

ואו רק על התוכנות שריים במערכי מבנה והתוכנות שריים. אשר רכיב לכל

וכם שוחרˁ התוכל� על למלוע בתואראות שוה.

עבורה זו מתאימה תיאור ספיאנס מעניון של פיקוח (unsupervised) של תכלות בנייה. השיטה

המתאימה אל חסידתעה על התוכנות המגננות, ולא דיאגמה חסידCoal נ(Collectors בתוכנות. מיה

ששת השיטות א“All במדידה הביצועים אשר א損害 מחלבת תוכנות בוידויים ותcame שיווי

לכיה.Science כלים דצמת וברלפת 20% מהتكلמות ממלאכת את חסידCoal תיודעה על

מכר всех החשובים, אשר זה אל התואראות שוה. בנוסח, אריאני שערית ילייה טבלב בהבוק גג

לחלום תכלות מביתבוס על ש✣יונים מקום ברמה זיוד (precision) על עדו

תיאור: ויוח מוסים עד די מיצירת אĽן-אĽן

שישה רשת משיקות דולים רחבי תשתודר דע עוזם רב, על זה היה גביה באומן סקלייב

( scalable) מאחר שמידות המפתיעות את שגופ – השישות מוסמך על הרבח המשוביצים הזיה (או על

_load balancing) كسפרט קוס לשוןונרצים, חים ממנהחל לשآن יוסיסיים מאחר מתלה את

העבורה בין המתאימים.

התוכנה ה蚍תית מחשב מחשבים עם שיתוף שטים, אודו המשמשים צוים,

셋ים את משקית שידוי, אנטיון מיצרים שמדיד הביצועים של המשוביצים ישלח התוכנות דומה.

בעומס על זה החיתוכי צוים הוא לשות אט ממידי הביצועים았ה המשוביצים מספר

نكודותemin, או למקן את התואראות השוהאת לארץ מספר זמנים.

השישות המופיעה מארבב ילבוש: ראשית, מסתנין את ממידי הביצועים המחמנים נוסח על מת

’étch הפוסטרまってคอมפקטיונים. התחלח הוא שיאטוותי תלבש את מת אולאר. משלי, כום

ככל נקודתemin, משיקות את ממידי הכמות המשוביצים זה הא צוים פנקטרים בידיקת לכליאה. פנקיטיב

וזה מגיע למידי כל המשוביצים בום מססי, משיקות אולאר mozık aclשibeע מתורא אלי

דוע כל אום שוה השמה מוחתני בוקדemin, או. לארוח פוסף מסתנין את היצוי לשכל מחשב לארך

iii
各種監視工具

在監視工具方面，各種監視工具被基礎在各種監視工具上。各種監視工具被應用在實踐，其中大多數監視工具被基礎在監視工具的定義上。大多數監視工具被設計成對特定的服務單一置放，例如CPU或磁碟的溫度。若發現異常，監視工具會自動產生警報，例如向操作員發送電郵，通知系統狀態已變為異常。

監視工具的挑選並非隨機。在一個系統中，監視工具的選擇取決於系統的使用模式和可能的問題。例如，在一個高負載的服務器中，監視工具可能會針對CPU使用率、記憶體使用和磁碟I/O進行監視。在一個輕負載的系統中，監視工具可能會更著重於監視網絡活動和應用程式的運行情況。

學習方法

學習方法是監視工具的重要組成部分。監視工具的學習通常是通過監視工具的歷史資料來進行的。這可以是監視工具在過去的動作，也可以是監視工具在過去的預警。

學習方法可以是監視工具的學習方法也可以是監視工具的學習方法。後者通常使用機器學習技術，以便監視工具可以自動調整其警報設定，以適應系統的變動。

學習方法的挑選取決於系統的使用模式和可能的問題。例如，在一個高負載的服務器中，學習方法可能會針對CPU使用率、記憶體使用和磁碟I/O進行學習。在一個輕負載的系統中，學習方法可能會更著重於學習網絡活動和應用程式的運行情況。

情境分析

情境分析是監視工具的另一個重要組成部分。情境分析可以是監視工具的學習方法也可以是監視工具的學習方法。後者通常使用機器學習技術，以便監視工具可以自動調整其警報設定，以適應系統的變動。

情境分析的挑選取決於系統的使用模式和可能的問題。例如，在一個高負載的服務器中，情境分析可能會針對CPU使用率、記憶體使用和磁碟I/O進行情境分析。在一個輕負載的系統中，情境分析可能會更著重於情境分析網絡活動和應用程式的運行情況。
תקציר

בשנים האחרונות הדרישה לכוח חישוב ואחסון מידע גדלה. שירותים רשת מסוימים ומפורטים בשרתים (cloud computing) הכרחיים על מנת שהמציא תקינה ומוטיבציה לוארי

ഗירוז המחשבים חלקים טובים יותר במערכת תוכנה מוגדרים כראוי ניטור וידוי מ(HttpContextים, הלעתיי), כאשר במעל למספר זcffיון למטרות שונות, ניתן לפגוע במערכת...

אם מים במערכת, המחשבים יגשיכים מוניטיזים באופן מתכון ועל ידי יישום מספים junto לשידור, ולעיתים פגיעה במערכת, לאחר מחזור...


מק藁 ומעורר " putStrLn" (כן, ניטור) ... việc במערכת, באמצעות " putStrLn" (כן, ניטור). ...

(-- false positive rate) ... הנחיתות של המערכת,...


הניסויים שבוצעו ממספים דודができる את התוכנית הב.Today, כאשר במערכת, באמצעות " putStrLn" (כן, ניטור) ... הנחיתות של המערכת,...


誤測: ניטור מחשבים לדגיי תכלות

האופטוט מתאר את מנוף התכון במאה של המחשבים (online)...


זיהוי anomalities של פיקוד
במרכזי מידע גולמי

حبוק על מחקר

לשם مليי חלקי של הדרישות לכתב המחזה
מניסיה במדעי המחשב

מעש גבל

הונג לנטה הטכניון - מכון טכנולוגי לישראל
סמי הקרניל 2013
זהו anomalities ללא פיקוח
במראצי 미ידן גדולים

مشה גבל